
#

32

Captain

No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6005 233 4.58 1.61 32 5/8 10 3/8 31" 7.64 4.59 09'05" 20

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST Vision, Blocking, Burst, Play Speed, Competitive Toughness

WORST

INJURIES

RB

System that utilizes both Zone and Power running games operating the back as a receiver 

and blocker in the passing game.

2014: Shoulder Injury (Preseason No Games Missed), Left Knee Injury (Wk 9 No Games 

Missed); 2015: Knee Injury (Wk 4 No Games Missed), Ankle Injury (Removed Wk 12 and 

No Games Missed)

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed

2015: Led the League in Rushing TDs with 11

LOUISIANA ST (LAST)

2nd year RB that has started 23 of 32 games in his career. In 2015, he played in Hue Jackson’s offense that

displayed Exotic Formations and Shifts with mainly a Power Running Scheme mixing in some IZ and OZ Runs.

He split touches with Giovani Bernard and was used mainly as the Back on 1st and 2nd downs because of

Bernard’s skill set. He ran well from I-formation, Single Back, and Shotgun sets and lined up at the wide receiver
spot in Empty Sets. Very good height, weight, and hand size with good AA having very good balance, good

quickness and agility, and solid explosiveness. Good mental processing to know his assignment and key to
execute at a high level in both the run and pass. Good vision to press his key/gap with a solid ability to create

when the play breaks down by making instinctual decisions based on the picture unfolding in front of him to

continue downhill, cutback, or bounce the ball outside in both Power and Zone Running Schemes. He exhibits
good burst to hit the crease/hole at the precise time to maximize the IZ and Inside Power plays, and he has the

quickness to beat good LBs and DBs to the corner on OZ and Sweeps. Demonstrates good play speed through
the line on Draw Plays, out of his cuts to get past 2nd level defenders, and on Outside runs. Displays solid ball

security carrying the ball high and tight close to his body. Good physical toughness to hustle and block down

field on WR screens and drive the pile by keeping his feet moving after contact. Good mental toughness to stay

in bounds when his team is ahead to continue running the clock and relentless effort to get in the Endzone. Solid
ability to finish with a stiff arm to break tackles from solid tacklers and lowering his pads to find creases in tight

spaces to maximize the yards after contact. Shows solid play strength to run behind his pads having good

balance under contact with a solid ability to finish runs forward for yards after contact. Very Good ability to
know who he needs to block in the passing game with the willingness to take on any defender and has the

ability to cut/anchor the pocket vs good Pass Rushers and Blitzing LBs/DBs. Good ability to catch the ball away

from his body and gather himself to create plays after the catch by breaking tackles and making good lateral

movements to generate yards after the catch. He struggles with high pad level when running in open space

limiting his explosiveness to run past and through defenders. Has had fumbling issues due to his lack of
awareness of where defenders are when running, which leads to him not covering the ball with both hands and

arms when coming into unsuspected contact with defenders. Has trouble consistently creating separation on

routes from the backfield because his high pad level limits his ability to change direction quickly, which allows

solid LBs to stay in his hip pocket. Starting RB with the potential to be a feature running back that you can win

because of. He uses good vision on both Zone and Power Plays to find creases in the defense to gain positive
yards with a good ability in the passing game as a blocker to anchor and keep pocket integrity. Struggles with

high pad level when running in space allowing solid defenders to get lower then him and drive him back.

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

32

Games Started

23

Games Won

High Pad Level, Creating Separation on Routes 

PROJECTION Starting RB with the potential to be a feature running back that you can win because of. He 
uses good vision on both Zone and Power Plays to find creases in the defense to gain 

positive yards with a good ability in the passing game as a blocker to anchor and keep 
pocket integrity. Struggles with high pad level when running in space allowing solid 

defenders to get lower then him and drive him back.

2015: @OAK 9/13, @BUF 10/18, @CLE 12/6, @SF 12/20, @DEN 12/28

22

Winning %

69%

Positions Started

Prospect (Last, First)

Hill, Jeremy

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

RB

DOB (Age)

10-20-92 (24)

Scout Name (Last, First) 

Enderson, Brock

TEAM

Cincinnati Bengals14 – 2 – CIN 

YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE


